The right consultant for you
We believe in a better tomorrow at Sigma Unified Commerce. That tomorrow starts with
the eyes seeing things differently and with those who get things done. We know what it
takes to build a successful e-commerce business and that in an industry of constant
change, always to be one step ahead. At Sigma Unified Commerce we understand that
e-commerce isn’t a just a technical system, its’s an eco-system. Where all areas of your
e-com business needs to pe properly optimized for your business to be successful.
One big challenge for e-com businesses today is to find the right competence. Many who works with ecommerce has a background from either tech, marketing, business or logictics, but very few has been
working with all areas. Everone can’t be the expert on everything. This means that you either have to
recruit expensive senior persons that should be able to manage different roles, or train junior staff.
Either way, this takes both time and money. By taking in consultants instead, will help you to continue
to focus on your main goals and grow your business.

Areas of expterise:

How much does it cost?

Our e-commerce consultants are senior
specialists where many has previously
been working at some of the world’s
most successful e-commerce businesses
but felt that they could make more use
of their competence as consultants.
Others has been with us at Unified
Commerce for years where they have
managed e-commerce accounts from
start to end, setting up new businesses
for our customers as project managers,
developers and business analysts. We
know e-commerce and we are looking
forward to helping you grow your
business. Among our consultants we
have a broad spectrum of all areas in ecommerce, Business Development,
Marketing, System Development and
logistics. See last page for exact
knowledge.

The most common asked question we get is if it’s
expensive to work with consultants? But I would like
to turn this question around. How much would it
cost you not to bring in extra people or chose not to
move forward with that project due to the lack of
staff? E-commerce is an industry of constant change
and to be able to develop your site can be make it or
break it. If you have high and low’s in sale due to
different sales periods, it’s even more important.
Maybe you don’t need that extra pair of hands the
full year, but would love some extra help during
Black Friday? We got you covered!
Depending on what type of e-commerce specialist
you need and their level of expertise, the price may
differ. But regardless of your challenge, we are sure
we have the consultant for you. Contact us today for
a full offer on your needs.

Why should I choose consultants from Sigma Unified Commerce?
At Sigma Unified Commerce we have improved web services for over 30 years and our consultants
has been working with and at some of the world’s most successful e-commerce companies.

” Sigma was a strong and innovative support for us when we together
developed a new logistic flow for our returns. A flow that would simply the
process for both us and our customers.” - Johanna Jörgner | Head Of PMO,
Nelly.com

With a strong track record from e-commerce, tech, marketing and international development we
dare to say that we know what it takes to help you grow your business. Because if you are
successful, so are we.
Make the question if you need to bring in a pair of extra hands a bit easier to answer. Work with a
partner that are used to quickly adapt to your business and help you grow faster.

Let’s talk
sofie.hedman@sigma.se
Tel. 073 723 79 55
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